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Preface

Investigating and Writing Architectural History: Subjects, Methodologies 
and Frontiers is a digital open access publication issued by the Politecnico 
di torino containing the full texts of the majority of the papers and position 
statements presented and discussed at the third International Meeting of 
the european architectural history network (eahn) taking place in turin 
from 19-21 june 20141.
the local organizing committee of the Politecnico di torino made the pro-
posal to host this meeting to the eahn board in early 2011. the con-
ference is the outcome of a call for sessions and roundtable proposals 
launched in summer 2012 resulting in 100 abstracts. of these, 27 were 
selected by the scientific committee gathered at the Faculty of architecture 
of the slovak university of technology in bratislava in early March 2013. 
the subsequent call for papers, advertised in april 2013, yielded more 
than 500 proposals. 
thanks to the wealth of good abstracts, chairs were able to suggest that 
some of papers that had not been selected for a specific session be consid-
ered for an open session. the result of this further selection was creation 
of  three open sessions. 
In addition to this, and in order to encourage an exchange between the main 
research topics addressed by the international scholarly community and 
the studies conducted by younger and emerging scholars within Italian Phd 
programs, the local organising committee, in accordance with the scientific 
committee of the Meeting, chose to promote two roundtables exclusively 
devoted to the presentation of dissertations recently carried out in doctoral 
programs affiliated with Italian universities. the aim of this initiative was to 
overcome the difficulties that often hinder the dissemination of some of the 
most promising outputs of Italian doctorates by providing them with a truly 
international arena for discussion. this further call resulted in 37 propos-
als of which 15 were selected.
hence, here we can present papers from 27 sessions and five round-
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tables, offering a variety of themes and discussing different time periods.
Presenters could submit their full papers to have them published in this 
book, which appears at the beginning of the conference. this was an explicit 
choice of the scientific and executive committees, to ensure that younger 
researchers can comply with the rules from their institutions for funding 
their conference participation, which often require the publication of the 
paper in the proceedings2. 
the index of this publication reflects the original conference structure. In 
order to document the exact context in which the papers published here 
were originally presented and discussed at the conference, we decided that, 
along with the texts of full papers, we would also publish the abstracts of 
those presentations, which, according to their authors’ choice, are not pub-
lished here in their full versions.

GeoGraphies of Eahn 2014 and the european network

In his concluding remarks to the 2010 eahn conference in guimarães, an-
toine Picon began by questioning the appropriateness of the term ‘european’ 
chosen to qualify an association of academics, architects and professionals 
concerned with architectural history. Moreover, he argued how ‘europe, far 
from being a stable entity or field, appears rather as an open question, a 
question around which scholars from extremely diverse origins can gather 
and exchange’.3 at a four-year distance, the increased uncertainty around 
some of europe’s geographies and boundaries, the difficulty to delineate the 
contours of a european cultural identity, along with the crisis affecting its 
political project, have made a shared definition of the european entity even 
more controversial and subject to debate.4

as with the two past editions, this meeting’s list of participants shows that 
the eahn is much broader than the many possible definitions of europe, 
including the seductive allegory provided at the beginning of the seventeenth 
century by cesare ripa, portraying a beautiful woman wearing a dress of 
various different colours as a signifier of the extraordinary variety of her 
constituents, superior to those of any other part of the world (Figure 1).5

the turin conference has in fact confirmed, and even strengthened the 
network’s international appeal, attracting 226 scholars6, from 36 coun-
tries (versus 31 of the previous one).7 of these, 54 come from institu-
tions based in the us, which does not mean, however, that all of them are 
american. as a matter of fact, the increased internationalization of today’s 
academic trajectories – not only within the us – has considerably diversified 
the spectrum of scholars’ origins and nationalities: the presence of chinese, 
greek, Persian, Portuguese, spanish and turkish family names, shows that 

the aforementioned figures are far from homogeneous. Moreover, Italy is 
present at this conference with 41 scholars followed by the uK (19) and, at 
a distance, by australia (10), France (10), the netherlands (10), belgium 
(9), Ireland (7), Portugal (7), switzerland (6), canada (5), germany (5), 
Israel (4), greece (3), slovenia (3), sweden (3), turkey (3), brazil (2), chile 
(2), croatia (2), estonia (2), hungary (2), norway (2), Poland (2), serbia 
(2), austria (1), romania (1), russia (1), slovakia (1), spain (1), china (1), 
czech republic (1), cyprus (1), Malta (1), Mexico (1) and singapore (1). 
the whole picture shows 25 European countries versus nine non-Euro-
pean, plus turkey and russia at the crossroads between asia and europe. 
Moreover, among the 149 different universities and research centres 
represented in the turin Meeting, 89 are european, 41 north american, 4 
south american, 6 australian, 3 turkish, 3 Israeli, 1 chinese, 1 russian, 
and 1 singaporean.
If the majority of scholars come from institutions based in countries that 
fall into at least one of the various common definitions of europe, one ma-

Figure 1. “europa. una delle parti principali del mondo.” Source: cesare ripa, Iconologia, 
ed. sonia Maffei (torino: einaudi, 2012) 395.
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jor distinction has to be made inside the vast collection of geographical 
singularities and cultural specificities displayed here. thus, the conference 
shows how the geographies of this continental framework have been further 
enriched in comparison with the past two meetings so as to include an un-
precedented number of scholars affiliated with Eastern European institu-
tions (17). the exceptional presence of this community of scholars is not 
simply fortuitous, though, and can be explained as the result of the scientific 
committee’s policy to include three sessions specifically devoted to themes 
related to former socialist governments. Moreover, this tendency is further 
reinforced by the eahn board’s choice of belgrade as the venue for the next 
eahn themed conference ‘histories versus history’ in 2015.
the diversity of the regions and the further expansion of the eahn geo-
graphical spectrum call into question another crucial issue, already touched 
upon during the past two conferences, and yet destined to remain – at least 
partially – unanswered.8 how do we provide a viable means of dialogue to 
a growing community of researchers whose singularities, specific identities, 
cultural and linguistic differences often demand to be acknowledged? Is the 
hegemony of english, as a standard and accessible means of communica-
tion for the eahn biannual meetings, always justified? although we are 
aware that the great expense of simultaneous translations does not allow us 
to plan multilingual meetings in the future, we attempted to provide, already 
at this conference, a first, provisional answer to the aforementioned ques-
tion by avoiding anglicizing the original names of speakers’ institutions. From 
the long list of affiliations written in their national languages, the reader will 
then be able to get a more nuanced portrait of the variety of the local cultur-
al identities, which form such an integral part of this international meeting.
although only three among the 32 sessions and roundtables at the turin 
conference explicitly refer to ‘europe’ in their titles, a general overview of 
the subjects being addressed here shows that for the majority of these re-
searchers, Europe, as a broadly defined entity, still remains the main object 
of enquiry and field of study. however, the picture would not be complete 
without mentioning those works whose geographical scopes are situated 
outside this continental frame, or which cut across geographical locales to 
embrace broader perspectives of border-crossing relationships. among the 
157 papers presented and discussed in turin, a number of researchers 
find their preferred grounds of investigation in the architectural and urban 
histories beyond europe.
apart from more expected contexts such as the us and canada, and – to a 
lesser extent – australia, these include areas of the southern hemisphere, 
such as africa, southern asia and latin america. Most of these geogra-
phies evidently spring from the many legacies of the european colonialism, 

although the perspective adopted by many scholars tends to demonstrate 
how the colonialist past represented but one aspect of larger multifaceted 
histories and how such transcontinental encounters and exchanges were 
far from unilateral, entailing repatriations, remigrations and returns, as well 
as webs of reciprocal influences and fertilizations between western and non-
western contexts. Within this approach, the session ‘european architecture 
and the tropics’ gathers papers that explore the mutual interactions and 
hybridizations between european temperate environments and tropical con-
texts such as northern australia, lagos, colonial India, somalia and hong 
Kong. the session ‘southern crossings’ probes a field that has been tradi-
tionally marginalized by ‘an architectural history still dictated by a northwest-
ern discourse’: those bi-directional routes of ideas, architects and practices 
that have linked the Iberian peninsula and latin america throughout the 
twentieth century. but, besides the aforementioned sessions, papers situ-
ated within non-european geographies are scattered throughout the con-
ference and include sixteenth-century Maghreb; eighteenth-century French 
guiana; postcolonial India; 1970s angola; socialist china; and twentieth-
century argentina, brazil, chile, and uruguay. a distinctly separate place 
in this meeting is occupied by the Middle East, an already well-established 
area of study, considered in its widest extension, from egypt to the horn 
of africa and the chinese frontier, including papers that are set in fifteenth-
century cairo, byzantium and sasanian Iran, seventeenth-century Isfahan, 
ottoman anatolia, 1930s ankara and contemporary tel aviv.

an excursion into the conference’s paths 
given that the session themes were mostly the result of a call for proposals, 
there was no preconceived structure, nor thematic coherence underlying 
this conference. thus the 32 sessions and roundtables cover different peri-
ods and geographies in the history of architecture, extending from antiquity 
to the present and touching a variety of disciplines and approaches to the 
built environment. these include historiography, the history of decorative 
arts and interior ornament and their interactions with buildings, the his-
tory of construction, the intersections between art (theories and practices) 
and architecture, the history of landscape and urban history. an interesting 
chronological and thematic balance was then achieved, providing an exten-
sive overview of the research trajectories being followed at this time.
For organizational purposes and in order to ensure that sessions appeal-
ing to the same kind of audience were not scheduled in the same slot, we 
grouped them into six thematic threads. besides the practical nature of 
this choice, we then realised that this instrumental subdivision could also act 
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as a convenient framework throughwhich the richness and extreme diversity 
of the materials published here could be organised, approached and more 
easily commented upon.
the definition of each single track was based on different sets of criteria: 
threads were singled out according to chronologies, critical and method-
ological approaches, and thematic issues.
We grouped four sessions under the heading of ‘Early Modern’, dealing 
with time periods extending from 1400 to 1800 and including a variety of 
approaches, from the history of building types, to attribution studies, the 
history of construction and historiography. the session ‘Fortified Palaces’, 
presents a number of case studies chosen throughout europe that explore 
and illustrate how the palazzi in fortezza evolved from previous building ty-
pologies and were transformed from the fifteenth century onwards. cases 
range from early Modern sicily to cremona under the sforzas, from the 
construction campaigns undertaken by alfonso, count of ourém at Porto 
de Mós, to the Moscow Kremlin and the seventeenth-century fortified vil-
las in the county of gorizia. the relationship between ‘architecture and 
ornament in the early Modern age’ is put under scrutiny by a panel which 
proposes to re-unite two traditionally autonomous fields of investigation by 
studying the collaborations between architects and various categories of 
craftsmen, including plasterers, carvers and painters. ‘on the way to early 
Modern’ is one of the three open sessions in this conference gathering a 
heterogeneous group of studies, encompassing the history of renaissance 
theory of proportions and design methods and the spatialization of conflicts 
in early Modern Italy and sixteenth-century Maghreb. Piedmontese baroque 
architecture and historiography are the focus of a roundtable that aims at 
critically re-assessing the heritage of the 1960s scholarship in this field.
the second track ‘representation and Communication’ brings together 
those sessions that are concerned with how architectural ideas and build-
ings are represented and conveyed through a plurality of media and genres. 
a number of papers deal with the role of the specialist press in providing 
legitimization strategies to architectural and aesthetic practices. a whole 
session analyses the relationship of texts and pictures as seen in books, 
architectural periodicals, catalogues and more popular genres of printed 
publications, as the early twentieth-century illustrated magazines. another 
panel concentrates on exhibitions, periodicals and educational institutions 
seen as ‘discursive platforms’, shedding light on their theoretical discours-
es, the rhetoric underpinning their critical projects and their pivotal roles in 
the transcontinental dissemination of architectural ideas from the 1960s 
well into the 1980s.
under the track ‘Questions of Methodology’, the reader will find papers 

following underexplored research paths, employing unconventional source 
materials, proposing new modes of studying historical evidence and re-dis-
cussing the very objects of the discipline. Methodological concerns are the 
focus of the session dedicated to the most up-to-date digital technologies for 
the documentation of classical architecture and urbanism. lesser explored 
materials and sources are the point of departure for papers that investigate 
the implications of walking and its impact on architectural history. In turn, 
traditional research fields for the history of architecture are reconfigured 
and treated in an non-conventional way, as in the case of the session ‘Pro-
ducing non - simultaneity’, where the construction yard is interpreted as a 
place of production incorporating divergent notions of temporality, and an 
ambivalent – often contradictory – idea of modernity. a less elitist approach 
towards the selection of archival materials, finally, is proposed by ‘bread and 
butter and architecture’ and ‘the architecture of bureaucracy’: by moving 
from similar premises, they both deal with the middle landscapes of stan-
dard building practices and the often neglected histories of those architects 
and technicians who worked for local and central authorities or commercial 
undertakings.
the track ‘theoretical and Critical Issues’ groups sessions that take a 
closer look at conceptual problems in the history of architecture. beyond the 
usual interpretation of the term ‘theoretical’, commonly referred to figurative 
theories and poetics of design practices, this track proposes to group those 
papers tackling a series of key issues –environment, conflict, postmodern-
ism, anarchism and the question of origins of architecture-and using them 
as lenses for re-reading buildings, cities, architectural theories and texts, or 
as vehicles to reframe contemporary discussions on specific themes, from 
democracy and representation in decision-making and planning processes 
to today’s most urgent environmental concerns. 
the quantitative dominance of the twentieth century is confirmed also by 
this conference and acknowledged by an entire track regrouping papers set 
in this broad chronology. along with the postwar period that is the specific 
object of two sessions, the interwar years along with the most recent past 
are also well represented. 
under the title ‘Circulation of architectural Cultures and Practices’ are 
grouped sessions dealing with the dissemination and diffusion of architec-
tural ideas, histories of cultural exchanges and transfers of professionals as 
well as models, and practices. Most of the papers in this track imply narra-
tives of travel and migration both in space and time, through continents as 
well as over historical periods (e.g. the sessions ‘afterlife of byzantine archi-
tecture’; ‘lost (and Found) in translation’; ‘southern crossings’; ‘european 
architecture and the tropics’). others, by connecting traditionally separate 
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fields of enquiry, address the dialectic between architectural publications, 
theories and material processes (‘building by the book?’). 

Subjects, methodologies and possible frontiers: a synthetic overview 
the task of drawing some of the key issues at stake in a conference like 
this one encompassing such a vast array of studies and lacking a specific 
thematic focus, demands a certain degree of impersonality on the part of 
the author: little or no space at all is left for the expression of individual 
allegiances, and in-depth analyses privileging specific themes, periods or 
approaches at the expense of others should be avoided. although a number 
of sessions and papers have naturally triggered my curiosity more intensely 
than others, I will attempt to be as neutral as possible in treating such rich 
and heterogeneous material, by avoiding emphasizing the work of certain 
scholars and marginalizing that of others. 
hence, besides the aforementioned subdivision into tracks, I have singled 
out a series of red threads that run throughout the whole conference provid-
ing alternative narratives to those already suggested above.

Shifting chronologies for architectural history
some reflections can be made on the most frequent chronologies and pat-
terns of periodization chosen by scholars. a cursory overview of the subjects 
highlights the presence of a variety of papers dealing with periods situated 
outside the most popular recent timeframes: hence, trajectories alternative 
to the exceptionally popular twentieth century are scattered throughout 
the conference. besides the papers included in the aforementioned ‘early Mod-
ern’ track, there are sessions that explore classical architecture and urban-
ism (‘revolutionizing Familiar terrain’); medieval and renaissance contested 
buildings and projects (‘conflict 300-1600’), and the impact of early Modern 
treatises on architectural cultures and practices (‘building by the book?’).
among the periods covered, a special place is occupied by the eighteenth 
century, presenting two other panels setting their focus respectively on ar-
chitecture, censorship and the public sphere, and the long-debated issue of 
architecture’s primitive origins. the nineteenth century has also gained an 
increased resonance in this meeting including papers that deal with the role 
of periodical publications in disseminating ideas about architecture and the 
built environment; world exhibitions; theories of urban planning; and the diffu-
sion of the historicist revivals worldwide.
Most of the papers, nonetheless, re-discuss and discard timeframes based 
on clear-cut calendar definitions, by insisting on continuities that bridge dif-
ferent historical epochs. these are the cases of the frequent references to 
the ‘long eighteenth century’ or of papers based on diachronic perspectives of 

analyses, uncovering correspondences and analogies over longer periods and 
cutting across the conventionally accepted historical breaks marked by major 
western political and economic events.
as anticipated above, and in keeping with the two previous conferences, the 
twentieth century still dominates other historical periods (101 out of 157 
papers). Within this century, post-war architecture and urbanism are still 
the chief focus of most of the papers in this conference (41 papers). on the 
other hand, it seems that for many scholars the attention has at once shifted 
to topics before and beyond this period: along with 8 papers dealing with 
pre-war years (1910s and the last decade of the nineteenth century), 10 
devoted to the interwar decades, and 32 works on the 1960s and 1970s, 
we register themes situated in the most recent past (20 papers set in the 
thirty years between the early 1980s and the first decade of twentieth-first 
century), a territory contested by a variety of disciplines, where the boundar-
ies between theory, criticism, cultural studies, and the history of architecture 
and urbanism often become blurry. a whole session, for instance, is devoted 
to projects of urban renewal and strategies of collective memory and preser-
vation pursued in the last three decades by the local administrations of Paris, 
turin, Milan, Prague, and genoa, whereas the years following 1989 are the 
privileged focus of some of the papers discussed in ‘artistic dislocations of ar-
chitecture in socialist regimes’. ‘the historiography of the Present’, is indeed 
the centre of attention of an entire panel that seems to suggest how the very 
recent past, as a subject of investigation, is a promising – albeit critical – field 
of study for the architectural historian. little concerned with warning against 
the inevitable collusions between histories and theories of design that had 
been a typical feature of the first generation of modernist historiography, and 
all the while aware that any interpretation – independent of the remoteness 
of its object – is historically bound, this session attempts to contextualise and 
historicize the growing attention to the recent past shown by contemporary 
and younger scholars, studying its implications and defining its possible im-
pact on the discipline as a whole.

Buildings, cities, regions, nations and global scales of investigation
the physical and geographical dimensions at which scholars have been tack-
ling their objects of study have varied considerably from case to case: from 
micro-histories of buildings to larger territorial perspectives embracing re-
gional, national and transnational stances. case studies delving into the indi-
vidual histories of projects and buildings – and processes of their concep-
tion and construction – have been a frequent scale of analysis (e.g. sessions 
‘Producing non-simultaneity’; ‘architects, craftsmen and Interior ornament’). 
Moreover a few sessions chose the history of building types as the conve-
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nient lens for analysing and comparing a number of different versions of the 
same category of buildings, as in the cases of postwar shopping centres 
(with examples chosen in France, sweden, netherlands, chile, australia); 
early Modern fortezze in palazzi; 1950s and 60s swiss school buildings 
(“architecture that teaches”); early Modern Italian bank buildings (“Moraliz-
ing Money”); religious architectures (“building Identity and community in the 
Post-crusade Morea”; “sacred buildings in Italy after World War II”); and eigh-
teenth-century theatres and performance halls (“audible disagreements”).
despite there not being a whole session exclusively devoted to urban history, 
the city – at its different scales – has been either the focus of specific papers 
or the backdrop against which the many histories narrated in this conference 
have unfolded. In particular, the meeting’s host city was chosen as a field of 
historical and critical enquiry by a number of local and non-Italian scholars. 
In addition to the series of papers concerned with turin’s seventeenth and 
eighteenth-century architects, builders and craftsmen, these have included 
studies devoted to the postwar interrelations between turin’s artistic and 
architectural milieux (“the enchanted rooms of carlo Mollino”), and the re-
assessment of the most recent policies of heritage affecting this city, on its 
delicate passage from a manufacturing economy to today’s more fragmented 
and composite post-industrial status (see papers in the roundtable ‘the third 
life of cities’).
‘Piedmontese baroque architecture’, a common regional-stylistic designa-
tion based upon a long and well-established tradition of scholarship, was 
explicitly proposed – and questioned in its validity – by a roundtable exclusively 
devoted to this topic.
nation-states were employed by a number of papers as the preferred scales 
of their research: studies devoted to the nineteenth century and to post-
independence nation-building strategies and their architectural implications, 
almost naturally fall in this group. Moreover, two sessions focusing on archi-
tecture in socialist regimes (‘socialist Postmodernism’; ‘Ideological equality’) 
adopted the national scale as a convenient dimension for a series of extensive 
overviews aimed at making transnational comparative analyses.
as anticipated above, a specific track regroups those sessions which probe 
how architectural cultures and practices were – and are – transferred at a 
transcontinental – global scale, including western and non-western environ-
ments. this is a field of study that has increasingly attracted the attention of 
a variety of scholars, in and outside europe, being the focus of at least two 
other recent projects: the 2013 eahn themed conference in são Paulo Ar-
chitectural Elective Affinities,9 and the recently accomplished cost (european 
cooperation in science and technology) action European Architecture Beyond 
Europe.10

Actors, voices and vectors of architectural history
one of the recurrent threads that runs throughout the conference, is the 
tension towards reformulating – and at once widening – the objects of the 
discipline: scholars have not only expanded the timeframes of their analysis 
towards ‘younger’ histories, but also considerably increased the range of cri-
teria that define the eligibility of specific subject matters to enter the realm of 
architectural history. thus, the relatively little place given in this conference to 
the acknowledged authorial figures of the history of architecture and urban-
ism (from guarino guarini to sir john soane, bruno taut, albert Kahn, le 
corbusier, Marcel breuer, lucio costa and Felix candela) is paralleled by a 
number of sessions that turn their attention from object masterpieces and 
monuments (and their authors), to more anonymous structures and the – 
hitherto neglected – histories of everyday practices. a series of ‘histories 
without names’ are presented here which mainly deal with the so-called ‘grey 
architectures’ and the prosaic, seemingly tedious, jobs of public officials and 
government bureaucrats. the range of topics extends from the german In-
stitute for norm (“bureaucratic avant-garde”), to French postwar shopping 
malls (“shopping à l’américaine in the French new towns”); the reconstruc-
tion of germany’s cities after WWII (“germany’s grey architecture”); Portu-
guese state furniture designers (“layers of Invisibility”); the re-organization 
of swedish public architecture in the 1960s (“architecture’s red tape”); the 
london county council architect’s department during wartime (“humdrum 
tasks of the salaried-Man”).
by explicitly reconnecting their research paths to the lineages of two pioneer-
ing texts in the historiography of an ‘anonymous history’ of architecture, john 
summerson’s Bread and Butter and Architecture and h. r. hitchcock’s The 
Architecture of Bureaucracy and the Architecture of Genius, these works 
tend to dispute common hierarchies of central and peripheral subjects of 
investigation, towards a more inclusive approach where the ‘ordinary’ and the 
‘mundane’ – along with the ‘noble’ and the ‘exceptional’, have been given the 
status of architectural historical objects in their own right. 

Re-discussing authorship
although the enduring success of architectural monographs seems to confirm 
a diffused insistence on the individual as the main target of today’s most popu-
lar narratives depicting the architectural profession, the conference shows 
how historians of architecture have unquestionably downplayed the myth of 
the architect as artist in favour of the complexity of patronage relations and 
professional interactions. Far from being pictured as the unique mind behind 
the building, the architect – along with the patron, the contractor, the user, 
and the critic – merely appears as one of the many actors involved in the 
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complex process of the conception, construction and final reception of archi-
tecture. thus we have papers that treat buildings as complex ‘architectures 
of interactions’ (“between technological effectiveness and artisanal Inven-
tiveness”; “architect, Planner and bishop”; “building Identity and community 
in the Post-crusade Morea”); or as collaborative practices of architects 
and craftsmen (“architecture before the architects”; “architects, craftsmen 
and Marble decoration”); or as political objects materializing disputes of 
power (e.g. the session ‘architecture and conflict, c. 300 – c. 1600’). oth-
ers that study the relations between élite architectural discourses and local 
construction practices (“the global construction site and the labor of com-
plex geometry”); image strategies and practical functions (“Fortified Palaces 
in early Modern sicily”); architectural theories and iconographic programs 
(“Foundations of renaissance architecture and treatises in Quinten Massys’ 
st-anna altarpiece”); symbolism of spaces and ceremonies of power (“the 
chrysotriklinos Within the great Palace of constantinople”); wartime govern-
ment projects and large-scale corporate buildings (“soM 1939-46”).
reception theory has only sporadically entered the field of architectural his-
toriography, resulting in a number of remarkable works.11 hence, this emerg-
ing interest is mirrored by a few papers in this conference, where urban and 
architectural facts are reappraised not through the theories and practices 
of their production – their policy-makers and designers – but from their re-
cipients’ angles, depicting the ways in which buildings are – and were – per-
ceived, criticized and even ridiculed, across their expanded social lives after 
their completion, and through a plurality of voices and media, often coming 
from outside the self-referential circles of  professional practice. two sessions 
in this conference specifically address the relationship of architecture to its 
audiences. one (‘Public opinion’) draws evidence from hitherto underexplored 
sources as broad sheets, newspapers and pamphlets, to focus on reactions 
of dissonance and resistance on the part of the viewers. another (‘on Foot’) 
delves into a number of sensory experiences of the environment to set the 
premises of an alternative history of architecture where the user and viewer 
play equally important roles as the designer and the builder.

conclusion

the cross-section of the discipline highlighted by the collection of 157 
papers discussed in this conference provides a composite tableau where 
the outmoded dichotomy between traditionalism and modernism has defi-
nitely left the place to highly documented and far more nuanced historical 
reconstructions of disparate and varying versions of modernism, and where 
aesthetic values have been definitely supplanted by meanings (cultural, eco-

nomic, social, political, aesthetic…). the great majority of the scholars par-
ticipating in the conference systematically refrain from expressing any judg-
ment on the architectural quality of their objects of study. If aesthetic values 
do not seem a necessary prerogative for inaugurating research on a given 
subject, the scopes of the discipline have been extended as far as to include 
the uncelebrated landscapes of everyday practices as well as the histories 
of failures and flops.
Moreover, the dismissal of large-scale explicative narratives that has charac-
terized all the humanities since the crisis of modernity as an all-encompass-
ing project, allows no place for laudatory accounts of architects or buildings: 
we find no celebrations of heroic figures, nor ingenuous legitimizations of 
architectural practices. less concerned with makers, scholars have ap-
peared more and more interested in looking at buildings as complex cultural 
artifacts. 
Whereas the boundaries of the discipline have been naturally pushed into 
geography, anthropology, social, cultural, and visual studies, nevertheless 
the fruitful exchanges of information and analytic tools with other disci-
plines12, seem to coexist with a return to a more positivistic and factual 
attitude on the part of scholars, a ‘connoisseurship from within,’13 rooted in 
the practice of well-documented archival research. 
almost inevitably, the variety of trajectories highlighted by this conference 
opens up a series of crucial issues impinging on our area of study. does the 
cross-disciplinarity shown in current scholarship question the autonomy of 
our discipline by making its boundaries (and scopes) appear less distinct? 
do we have to search for a higher standard of specificity of our field of study, 
of its competences as well as of its instruments, methods and objects of in-
vestigation? does the body of specialised knowledge related to architectural 
practice represent an indispensable constituent of scholars’ equipment to 
better comprehend those internal discourses that play such an integral part 
in the discipline? What are the relationships between the scholars’ paths of 
investigation, architectural education and the current practice of the profes-
sion? Why and for whom do we study and write the history of architecture? 
the answers to these questions are far beyond the scope – and space – of 
this necessarily overly synthetic text, and would require at least another 
conference to be properly tackled.
nevertheless some inkling can be found by looking beyond and from outside 
the turin Meeting, to the recently inaugurated 14th venice architecture 
biennale. 
this reciprocity is suggested to me not only by the presence at the eahn 
third Meeting of a number of scholars (7) who have been playing active 
roles in this international exhibition, some of them being awarded prizes 
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and special mentions.14 If ‘architecture not architects’, the motto chosen by 
rem Koolhaas and his team to accompany the whole event, finds several 
echoes within this conference, nonetheless the unprecedented profusion of 
historical evidence on exhibit at giardini and arsenale, from architectural 
elements, details, and drawings to professional journals, illustrated maga-
zines, newspapers, promotional catalogues and advertisements, seem to 
suggest that the demand for history expressed by the architectural disci-
pline is stronger than ever (Figure 2). and even more striking is the way in 
which this demand is formulated and fulfilled: through the deployment of 
large amounts of factual documentation whose main aim would be to bring 
architects and their public back to the discipline’s fundamental concerns, 
beneficially re-immersing them into the realities (firstly material, but also 
social, economic, political, ideological, technological, environmental, aes-
thetic…) of buildings, cities and landscapes, in an attempt to rise above the 
linguistic barriers that often distance this field of knowledge from its wider 
audience of users and viewers. by uncovering the plurality of meanings 

and values associated with buildings and incorporated in their components 
rather than insisting on their authors’ discourses, this biennale seems to 
advocate a new centrality of our discipline within the contemporary society. 
besides indicating a number of potentially fruitful routes of investigation for 
future researchers in the history of the built environment, it peremptorily 
reminds us of the public dimension of our studies.

Michela Rosso

chair of the third eahn International Meeting

Figure 2. view of the exhibition section ‘Window’ at the 14th  venice architecture biennale. 
It shows a fragment of the brooking national collection containing ‘approximately 500,000 
pieces, 5000 of which are complete windows, 10,000 windows’ sections and 30,000 
sash pullings’ Source: Fundamentals, catalogue of the 14th International architecture exhi-
bition (venezia: Marsilio, 2014) 211. Photography by the author 7 june 2014
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